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Introduction
This section provides detailed information on the CHECKLIST Editor and its features for you to
create, edit and publish Checklist Files either on the Public Catalog or on your own Private
Catalog (provided you already have a valid account) for all Flying Clubs, Flight schools or
Commercial Operators.
You must have a valid subscription to access the Editor and be able to create your
own Checklist Files.
Please refer to the CHECKLIST User Manual to know more about how to subscribe to
CHECKLIST.

The Basics
Editing a Checklist File
To edit a Checklist File, you need to download it.
From the Public Catalog or any 3rd Party catalogs, you can select and download all the
checklists available.
Tap on the icon

to download locally the Checklist File on your iOS or macOS device.

It will be stored in the ‘My Checklists’ catalog.
Tap on the Checklist File to display its information including its
description and version number.

On the top-right end of that window, tap on the ‘…’ menu to
display the different options available for the Checklist File and tap
on ‘Edit’ to enter the CHECKLIST Editor and edit the Checklist File.
NOTE
Some Checklist Files are not editable / duplicable if their creator
have denied this right. Therefore, these options will not appear
in the Checklist File Actions menu window.
This feature is available before publishing a Checklist File and
is documented here.

Saving a Checklist File / Exiting Editor
To save a Checklist File and/or exit the Editor, just tap on the
‘power off’ icon located on
the top-left end of the screen.
You’ll be prompted to confirm you exit the Editor and you’ll revert to the ‘My Checklists’
Catalog.
CHECKLIST v1.05
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Publishing a Checklist File
Publishing Options
When your Checklist File is complete and you want to publish it on a
catalog, simply tap on the ‘…’ button at the top right end of the screen
then ‘Publishing Options’ menu to open the options window.

Here you can decide whether the Checklist File is duplicable or
not, i.e. if you allow other users to duplicate it and modify it or if
it’s a ‘read-only’ Checklist File.
If you set it as duplicable, any user will be able to duplicate your Checklist File and modify it at
will. They will be the new author of any subsequent version published on a Catalog (if they
publish it).
By default, this setting is set to off.
The Catalog section of the window allows you to choose the
different account(s) used to publish the Checklist File.
If you don’t belong to any 3rd party account (administrator,
(Checklist) creator) or if you are not the administrator/
creator of a 3rd party account, then you can only publish
the Checklist File is in the Public Catalog.
In the example shown, the user can publish either on the
Public Catalog or on the 3rd party catalog ‘MY FLIGHT
SCHOOL’.
Only authorized users (invited) will be able to see and
download the Checklist Files you publish on a 3rd party
catalog (see Account Administration in the CHECKLIST User
Manual).
Tap on ‘Publish’ to publish the Checklist File on the
selected account (Catalog).
You will be prompted to agree with the Publishing Policy Guidelines, then to choose from which
account (if you have multiple accounts) you wish to publish the Checklist File.

A popup window will let you know that the Checklist File has been successfully sent to the
Catalog and an email is sent to you to let you confirm the add of the Checklist File to your
catalog.
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If you want to create a new user from which you publish, just tap on ‘Create new user…’ and
follow the steps.

Unpublishing a Checklist File
To unpublish a Checklist File from a Catalog, edit the Checklist File you want to remove, open
the Checklist File Option window and tap on ‘Unpublish’.
It will be removed from the catalog where it was previously published.
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Understanding a Checklist File Structure
The Checklist File Structure coded in CHECKLIST is explained below.
It contains slight changes compared to the structure of checklists described as per any Pilot
Operating Handbooks (POHs) or Aircraft Flight Manuals (AFMs) due to CHECKLIST’s complexity
and ability to handle almost all type of checklists from the simplest to the most advanced ones.

Phases
A Phase in CHECKLIST contains Groups of Checklists. The Phase is like a chapter or a section in
your POH or AFM. The aim it is to distinguish checklists from others when it comes to the chapter
or section they are referring to.
Example:
From a POH or AFM, a Phase could be for example ‘PREFLIGHT’, (all) ‘IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS’ for all normal procedures or ‘ELECTRICAL FAILURES’ or ‘ENGINE FAILURES’
for emergencies.

Groups
A Group of Checklists aims at helping the pilot di erentiate checklists within the same phase.
Multiple groups can be found in a Phase to handle all the checklists described in the Phase (or
Chapter or Section of your POH or AFM).
NOTE
Since this notion of Groups is somewhat new with regards to the default POH or AFM checklists
structure, you can choose whether you use it or not as CHECKLIST allows for a lot of flexibility.

Example:
From a POH, a Group of Checklists could be ‘BEFORE LANDING’ containing ‘APPROACH
CHECK’ and ‘FINAL CHECK’ checklists.

Checklists
Checklists are basically all the procedures, item by item, you have to follow to handle your aircraft
as described in your POH or AFM as paragraphs of the sections (phases).
Example:
For a single engine piston aircraft, you may nd in the POH the ‘ENGINE STARTING SEQUENCE’
which would possibly be the Group, and the ‘ENGINE START COLD’, ‘ENGINE START HOT’ and
‘ENGINE START - EXTERNAL SOURCE’ checklists.
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Normal Checklist Structure Example
The example below of the ‘IN FLIGHT OPERATIONS’ (section 4) extract from the Pilatus
PC12/47E’s POH, illustrates how the normal ‘IN FLIGHT’ procedures cane structured for the
Phase, Groups and the Checklists.
PHASE: AIR OPERATIONS (no direct reference in the POH)
GROUP: CLIMB (section 4.11 in the POH)
CHECKLIST: CLIMB
GROUP: CRUISE (4.12)
CHECKLIST: CRUISE
GROUP: DESCENT (4.13)
CHECKLIST: DESCENT
GROUP: BEFORE LANDING (4.14)
CHECKLIST: APPROACH CHECK (4.14.1)
CHECKLIST: FINAL CHECK (4.14.2)
GROUP: GO-AROUND (4.15)
CHECKLIST: GO-AROUND
GROUP: LANDING (4.16)
CHECKLIST: NORMAL LANDING (4.16.1)
CHECKLIST: SHORT FIELD LANDING (4.16.2)
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In the Pilatus PC12/47E’s POH, the following ‘Engine Failure’ checklists (section 3.4) are de ned
as per this Table of Content (as we read it):
3.4 - ENGINE FAILURE
3.4.1 - ENGINE FAILURE BEFORE ROTATION
3.4.2 - ENGINE FAILURE AFTER ROTATION - LANDING GEAR DOWN
3.4.3 - ENGINE FAILURE AFTER ROTATION - LANDING GEAR UP
3.4.4 - ENGINE FAILURE IN FLIGHT - PARTIAL POWER LOSS
3.4.5 - ENGINE FAILURE IN FLIGHT – TOTAL POWER LOSS

In CHECKLIST, we can derive the previous Table of Content like this:
PHASE: ENGINE FAILURE
GROUP: ENGINE FAILURE BEFORE ROTATION
CHECKLIST: ENGINE FAILURE BEFORE ROTATION (same name as it parent group)
GROUP: ENGINE FAILURE AFTER ROTATION
CHECKLIST: ENGINE FAILURE AFTER ROTATION - LANDING GEAR DOWN
CHECKLIST: ENGINE FAILURE AFTER ROTATION - LANDING GEAR UP
GROUP: ENGINE FAILURE IN FLIGHT
CHECKLIST: ENGINE FAILURE IN FLIGHT - PARTIAL POWER LOSS
CHECKLIST: ENGINE FAILURE IN FLIGHT – TOTAL POWER LOSS
This structure is slightly di erent from the one found in the original POH but it will give you more
exibility thanks to the use of the di erent groups rather than having a single group which has
usually the same name as the Phase’s name.
Concretely, the above example would appear like this in CHECKLIST:
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Emergency Checklists Structure Example

We’ll cover this later in this Manual, but there are a lot of advantages of having several groups
instead of a single one with the same name as the phase, it allows you to create links from normal
checklists to possible emergencies that could occur during these stages or assign di erent CAS
(Crew Alerting System) messages to Groups of Checklists.
Still using the example above, we can imagine having a link from the TAKEOFF checklist to the
ENGINE FAILURE BEFORE ROTATION group or checklist itself, and use the ENGINE FAILURE
AFTER ROTATION and ENGINE FAILURES IN FLIGHT groups for the CLIMB checklist which
would narrow your choice to 2 checklists if you have an engine failure near the ground (AFTER
ROTATION) or if you have one while the aircraft has gained more altitude (IN FLIGHT) rather than
having one single group ‘ENGINE FAILURE’ which contains all the emergencies including the
ENGINE BEFORE ROTATION checklist which is irrelevant with regards to the CLIMB Checklist.
Possible links available for a CLIMB Checklist:

Link to the ENGINE FAILURE AFTER
ROTATION Group
(2 checklists)

Link to the ENGINE FAILURE IN FLIGHT
Group (2 checklists)

Link to a single ENGINE FAILURE Phase
(5 checklists with one irrelevant: ‘ENGINE
FAILURE BEFORE ROTATION’)
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Creating a Checklist File From Scratch
To create a new Checklist File from scratch, simply tap on the ‘+’ icon
located on the bottom-right end of ‘My Catalog’ page.

CHECKLIST will require you to enter the Checklist File default
information, such as the Category (Single Engine Piston, a Twin Engine
Piston, a Turboprop, etc..)

Then, enter the Manufacturer’s name, model, variant (if the
Checklist File is for an aircraft equipped with floats for example),
tail number if the Checklist File is for a specific Tail Numbered
aircraft, its Description that describes best the Checklist (Issuance
date and modified version number as per the original POH for
example, etc…), then the Checklist File version number which will
be used to identify different versions of it.
These data and more can be found anytime with the ‘…’ button on
the top-right end of the screen, ‘

Checklist File Information’.

Checklist File Template
As providing these data, CHECKLIST creates and displays a new empty Checklist File
template with the most ‘common’ phases: Preflight, Starting Engine, After Starting Engine,
Before Takeoff, Takeoff, Air Operations, and After Landing.

It also creates some basic emergency phases like Engine Failures, Forced Landings, Fires,
Other Emergencies and Electrical Failures available through the Emergencies button.
In each phases (normal and emergencies), CHECKLIST also creates the most ‘common’ Groups
of Checklists so you just have to populate these Checklists with their items (Challenges and
Responses) to see your Checklist File grow.
You can of course reorganize all the Phases, Groups and Checklists, re-order them, delete
them or add new ones according to your needs.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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Navigating through the different phases
To navigate through the different phases, tap on the magenta ‘ Active Phase ‘ to display its
content (Groups and Checklists) and swipe left or right with your finger as you would do to
navigate through the same phase within the app while you are carrying out your checklists.

1st Phase

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Phase 6

Last Phase

To navigate through the different emergency phases,
tap on the emergency mode first (all the emergency
checklists are listed),

then tap on the magenta ‘ Emergencies ’ menu on top of the screen to display the active
Phase, then swipe left or right through the different phases available in the Checklist File.

All the different Group(s) and their Checklist(s)
are displayed for each Phase, so you can edit
them.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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Using Styles
CHECKLIST has its own predefined styles to allow you to visualize isn Thebes fashion possible
what your checklists refer to, i.e. ground, inflight, emergency or abnormal situations when you
go through them.
You can find those styles for each Checklist File ‘component’:
Item under their respective parameters.

Phase, Group, Checklist and

When you create a new checklist within a Checklist File, the default style of this checklist is
‘automatic’ and is derived from its parent phase.
If you want to set a checklist’s style that is different from the style of the parent phase, select
the new style and the checklist will reflect this style.
All sub components, i.e. items will inherit from the changes made to their parent component.
Below, some examples to show the inheritance of the child components and their parents (the
back or white up arrow ‘▲’ shows inheritance from the parent component.
Phase
(Ground)

Phase
(Ground)

Phase
(Ground)

Phase
(Inflight)

Group
(Automatic)

Group
(Inflight)

Group
(Automatic)

Group
(Automatic)

Checklist
(Automatic)

Checklist
(Automatic)

Checklist
(Emergency)

Checklist
(Automatic)

Items
(Automatic)

Items
(Automatic)

Items
(Automatic)

Items
(Ground)

Inheritance examples of checklist components based on their parent style

Each component can have a different style if needed.

Night mode styles are not editable.

NOTE

We recommend not interfering too much with how CHECKLIST manages styles within the
different checklists you may create or edit.
Styles have been designed to help you visualize better if you are carrying out a checklist on
the ground, in the air or in an emergency or an abnormal situation. Therefore changing for
example an emergency checklist style (red) to an inflight (blue) style is not recommended.
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Editing A Checklist File
Checklist File Information
Tap on the ‘

Checklist File Information’ menu to access and/or modify the information

you previously entered (Category, Manufacturer, etc…).

Phase Parameters
To reorder the phases, add new ones, delete them, modify their names
and change their type/style, just tap on the ‘

Manage Phases’ menu.

Tap on the phase’s name to change it or change its
style, or reorder it with the others.
The different styles allows you to choose whether
the phase is for normal ‘on ground’ or ‘in flight’ or
for Emergency checklists or Abnormal situations
checklists.
Any group or checklist created within a phase will
inherit from its Phase parent’s style. To know more
about the different styles applied to checklists and
most of their items in the Item List View, please
read this.

NOTE
Assigning an emergency or abnormal situations style to a normal checklist will ONLY change
the style. In no way will the checklist be considered as an Emergency or Abnormal Situations
checklist which are created only in the Emergency mode.
To delete a phase, tap on the

icon.

Tapping on the ‘…’ icon at the top-right end of the screen will
allow you to ‘select / reorder’ the different phases.
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From here, you can copy, paste or delete a phase or a selection of phases.
Tap again on the button at the top left end of the screen to exit the Select/Reorder mode.

By tapping on the ‘< Checklists’ button, you will revert to the normal Phase display where
you can edit each group or checklist of the Active Phase.

Editing/Reordering a Group
To reorganize the Groups of a phase, swipe left or right to select
the correct phase, then tap on the ‘…’ button at the top-right end
of the screen to open the contextual menu window and select the
‘

Manage Groups’ menu.

All the Phase’s Groups are listed and you also have an indication of of the number of existing
Checklists in those groups.
You can reorder the groups (if several exist within the same phase), add or delete a group,
modify their name, choose their style (independently of its phase parent’s style if you want) or
add to a group a CAS (Crew Alerting System) message, an Interlink, an autonote or a
document directly from the 'Group Parameters’ window.
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To copy a group or groups from a phase to another one, tap on the ‘…’ button (next to the
‘Done’ button) at the top-right end of the screen, then tap on ‘Select/Reorder’ to activate
this mode.

The groups available within the selected phase (AIR DATA SYSTEM FAILURE in the example
below) are all selectable.
The 2 groups with the blue checkbox checked are the ones selected.
Tap on the ‘…’ button again to display the menus available and tap on ‘Copy’.

Swipe to the left or right to go to the phase where the groups need to be, open the editing
‘actions’ and tap on ‘Paste’.

To reorder a group, simply tap and hold on the

icon to move the group within its phase.

To exit the Select/Reorder mode, tap on the button ‘Exit Select/Reorder’.
Tap on the ‘Done’ top-right button to exit the Group editing and display again the ‘Active
Checklist’ Item List View.
CHECKLIST v1.05
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Checklist Parameters
To edit a Checklist, simply tap on it and you
will enter the List View mode where the items
are listed and tap on the ‘…’ button located at
the top-right end of the screen.
From here, you can access either the active
Checklist or its group or phase attributes (as
seen previously)

You can change the Checklist’s name, edit its style, or add an interlink, an
autonote which will be visible only from that Checklist (unlike the Group
Interlink or Group Autonote)
How to add Interlinks, Autonotes and/or documents is explained after this section.
The ‘Select/reorder’ button allows you to copy, paste, reorder and delete an item or a
selection of items from the active Checklist.
Tap again own ‘Select/reorder’ to exit the Selection mode.

Common Group/Checklist Parameters
CAS (Crew Alerting System) Messages
Engine and aircraft systems indications are centrally displayed to the crew in a Crew Alerting
System (which can be an Engine Indications and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) for advanced
aircrafts or an Annunciator Panel for basic ones like basic training aircrafts).
Crew Alerting System messages are associated with system failures or faults that may require
the performance of a specific non-normal procedure, i.e. an emergency or an abnormal
situation checklist by the pilot.

Image credit: Wikipedia

Image credit: Garmin
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CHECKLIST allows you to assign a CAS message to any emergency should your POH or AFM
provides one to let you identify at once the correct emergency to carry out.
A CAS emergency is always listed first in the Emergency List Page.
NOTE
The CAS message is always added to a Group of Checklists.
To add a CAS message to an emergency or an abnormal situation, open the selected checklist
and tap on the ‘…’ contextual menu located at the top-right end of the screen and select ’Edit
Active Group’.
This will open the ‘Group Parameters’.
Scroll down to ‘
Add CAS’.

⊕

The Preview area allows you to visualize how the
CAS will look like in the app.
Under ‘Group 1’, you can edit the name of the
CAS. This is typically what your actual CAS
displays when a message is on.
The ‘comment’ is a possible comment of the CAS
and this parameter will be explained later in this
chapter with an explicit example as well as the
other possibilities of the CAS feature.
To edit the CAS style which will reflect the one you
have with your real CAS in your aircraft, please tap
on the ‘>’ icon at the bottom right of the ‘Name /
Comment’ fields.
The CAS styles window pops up and displays all
the styles available for your CAS message.
The following styles are described per type - Advisory - Caution - Warning - as below:
Advisory Styles

Caution Styles

Warning Style

CAS ADVISORY C1

CAS CAUTION 1

CAS WARNING 1

CAS ADVISORY C2

CAS CAUTION 2

CAS WARNING 2

CAS ADVISORY G1
CAS ADVISORY G2
CAS ADVISORY W1
CAS ADVISORY W2
You can use them to match as much as possible your real CAS message display in your
cockpit.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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Here are below a few examples to explain all the possibilities of the CAS feature.

• Example 1
OIL PRESS LO warning OR caution CAS messages (Standing for checklist ‘Engine Oil Pressure
Low’ as found in a POH)
To create this CAS message, first open the Group Parameters (Contextual ‘…’ menu then ‘Edit
Active Group’) and scroll down to ‘Add CAS’.
In the Group 1 name, enter ‘OIL PRESS LO’.

By default, the Warning Red Text over Black Background
is applied so we leave it like this.
The preview area shows how the CAS looks like:

Now we need to add the caution CAS message OIL PRESS LO.

⊕ Add New CAS Message’ and enter the same name ‘OIL PRESS LO’ in the new

Tap on ‘

name field (below the first warning CAS message)
The result is:

Now tap on the ‘>’ icon to edit the style and
set it to Caution.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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If you go back the CAS parameters, the PREVIEW area is showing the 2 CAS warning and
caution messages.

Now we need to add the logical operator for the 2 CAS messages.
The checklist’s CAS description is warning ‘OIL PRESS LO’ OR caution ‘OIL PRESS LO’.
CHECKLIST has the following logical operators available for your CAS messages:
AND - OR - AND/OR - CUSTOM
The logical operator for our example is ‘OR’ so tap on the operator field to choose
between the different CHECKLIST operators and select the ‘OR’ operator.
Go back to the CAS parameters to see how the CAS message looks like:

In the Emergency List page, this is exactly how the ‘Engine Oil Pressure Low’ will look like,
described as per its CAS warning or caution messages ‘OIL PRESS LO’.
NOTE
You can add as many CAS messages as you want with a logical operator in between.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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• Example 2
Warning red ‘ FIRE ‘ message for Engine 1 AND/OR Engine 2 (One or both engines are on
fire).
Again, open the CAS parameters to enter ‘FIRE’ in the
name of the Group 1.
Now to distinguish ‘Engine 1’ from ‘Engine 2’, we will use
the CAS comment
.
Enter ‘Engine 1’ in the ‘Comment’ field.

To add the same FIRE warning CAS message for Engine 2, repeat the procedure with a tap on
‘Add New CAS Message’.
Rename the new CAS message ‘FIRE’ and as its comment, enter ‘ENGINE 2’.
The logical operator this time is ‘AND/OR’.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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• Example 3

Excerpt from Cessna C208B Grand Caravan POH - Courtesy of Cessna Aircrafts - Textron Aviation

Here is a good example to illustrate how powerful CHECKLIST is with some complex CAS
messages combinations.
The checklist name is ‘FUEL LEVEL LOW AND SINGLE FUEL SELECTOR OFF and/or BOTH FUEL
TANK SELECTORS OFF’ from the FUEL EMERGENCIES phase.
The associated CAS messages are (Red) ‘ FUEL SELECT OFF ‘ and (Amber) ‘ L, R, OR L-R
FUEL LOW ’ and/or (Red) ‘ FUEL SELECT OFF ’ (and one fuel warning horn activated)
First, access the CAS messages parameters; we will focus on the first CAS message ‘ FUEL
SELECT OFF ‘.
Enter ‘FUEL SELECT OFF’ as the name of the CAS message.

The default style is Red Warning so we leave this one and move tot he next CAS message.
Now add a New CAS message which name is ‘L, R, OR L-R FUEL LOW’.
We need to set the correct Amber style (Caution) to that CAS message, so tap on the ‘>’ icon
to access the styles.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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Select the CAS Caution 2 style and go back to the CAS
parameters.

The first CAS messages are now all correct. Add the ‘AND’ logical operator and the first part of
the CAS messages is done.

We need now to add a second group for the remaining of the CAS messager to be displayed
(Red) ‘FUEL SELECT OFF’ (and one fuel warning horn activated).
Tap on the ‘Add Group’ to create a Group 2 which expands new
parameters.
This creates a second group below the first one.

So far nothing distinguish one group from the other in the
Preview area.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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Enter ‘FUEL SELECT OFF’ as the name of the new group’s CAS message name and leave the
same CAS style.
Also, enter the ‘And one FUEL warning horn activated’ as a comment of the CAS message.
We now have the full CAS message ‘FUEL SELECT OFF’ and one fuel warning horn activated
allset.

Now we need to add the logical operator ‘AND/OR’ between he 2
groups to have the full CAS messages combination done, so tap
on the ‘Group Operator’ and select the ‘AND/OR’ operator.
Go back to the CAS message parameters and we now see the full CAS
message with the 2 groups clearly identified as per their logical operator.

CHECKLIST v1.05
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Interlinks, Autonotes and Documents
• In CHECKLIST, you can assign Interlinks (direct links between checklists) from any type of
checklists to some specific emergency checklists (checklist -> checklist), a group of checklists
(checklist -> group) or even a whole phase of groups and their checklists (checklist ->
phase) if you need to.
These links are intended to ease your workload and to help you carry out the right
emergency checklist without delay when facing a situation in flight or on the ground.
• Autonotes are notes that are automatically displayed to inform the pilot about anything
useful to him like airspeeds for a specific stage flight, or a manufacturer’s note that has to be
displayed. Unlike the ‘manufacturers’ notes which are displayed at the items level in the Item
List View, Autonotes are displayed on top of the Item List View and there can be several of
them if required. You can switch to another autonote by tapping on the specific tab name.
• You can also add any document (pdf, image) to your checklists. They will be visible whenever
you want with a simple tap directly from the Documents icon on the bottom menu bar or
while you carry out the checklists where the document(s) has/have been assigned to.
You can assign interlinks, autonotes and documents to a group. As a consequence, all the
interlinks, autonotes and/or documents assigned to this group will be visible for all checklists
contained in this group as opposed to an interlink, an autonote or a document assigned to a
specific checklist, and that is therefore only visible while carrying out this specific checklist.
NOTE
Interlinks are mainly designed to allow the user to carry out the potential emergency checklists
if a situation emerges, so you must have your emergency checklists already created before
assigning these emergency checklists to the normal checklists.
Example:
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The Group ‘Takeoff’ has 2 different procedures (checklists), ‘Normal Takeoff’ and
‘Maximum Performance Takeoff’.
• The group has an interlink to the ‘Engine Failure during Takeoff’ emergency checklist, 1
group document ‘All document chart’ and 1 group autonote ‘All Takeoff Note’ which will
be available for both takeoff checklists.
• Each Takeoff checklist has a specific autonote for its own airspeeds (different from one to the
other) and a specific document (Takeoff chart).
Whether you decide to carry out one or the other ‘Takeoff’ checklist, you will have access to
the ‘Engine Failure during Takeoff’ interlink for both of them while you will only have their
specific airspeeds and Takeoff chart depending on the one you’ll carry out.
The same would happen if you assign a Checklist Interlink: the linked checklist would only be
visible from the Active checklist you are carrying out while the Group Interlink is visible from
all checklists belonging to the group.
You can decide precisely what to display and where you display it at the Group or Checklist
level for best efficiency.

Adding Interlinks
As a reminder, interlinks, i.e. direct links between checklists, can be assigned to either groups
of checklists or checklists themselves.
To add an interlink to a group or a checklist, just tap on
the ‘…’ menu on the top right end of the screen and
select ‘Edit Active Group’ or ‘Edit Active Checklist’
then scroll down to tap on ‘Add Interlinks’ in the
Interlink section.
All your phases, groups and their checklists - listed by type: normal, emergencies or abnormal
- are displayed in the popup window because you can link a checklist to a phase (all the groups
and their checklists will be directly accessible)
Scroll down to select the proper checklist you want or use the ‘search/filter’ field to refine
your search and the matching checklists will be displayed.
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You can choose as many Phases, Groups or Checklists as you want, they will all be assigned to
the selected Group or Checklist as Interlinks, displayed at the bottom of the Item List View.
If you select a checklist for an Interlink, i.e. checklist -> checklist, a tap on the interlink will
open the specified checklist and you can carry it out directly.

If you select a Group of Checklists (Checklist -> Group), a popup window will appear to allow
you to choose the checklist you want to carry out among all the existing checklists within the
group.
A Group or a Phase interlink is identifiable with its ‘^’ icon to allow you to expand or collapse
it.

If you select a Phase, all Checklists existing in all the Groups within that Phase will be listed in
a popup window for you to select and carry out.
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To delete an Interlink, simply tap on the icon

at the left end of the Interlink and hit ‘Delete’.

Adding Autonotes
To add an Autonote either on a Group or a Checklist, simply
edit the Group or the Checklist with the ‘…’ on the top-right
menu then ‘Edit Active Group’ or ‘Edit Active Checklist’
and scroll down to ‘Add Autonote’, the difference being
that an autonote applied to a Group of Checklists will be
visible to all Checklists existing in this Group, while an
Autonote applied to a specific Checklist will only be visible in
that specific Checklist.
The default style of a note is ‘note’ (black and white).
Please select the proper style you may want to apply to your
note. Then you can modify the title and enter its content in the
‘Note Content' text field.
Here is a typical example of what an Inflight Autonote can do. It
is used to display airspeeds (here Takeoff)

The note will be displayed with your selected style underneath the active item.

You can add as many autonotes as you want, they’ll all be organised in tabs to select and
display.
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Adding Documents
To add a document to a checklist or a group, simply edit
the Active Checklist or the Active Group with a tap on
the ‘…’ top right end icon, scroll down to ‘Add
Document’ and tap on the button to open the
‘Document Picker’.
The ‘Document Picker’ lets you enter the title of the document that is to be added to the
Checklist or Group and which will be displayed under this title. Then tap on the ‘No Document
Selected’ button to open the file browser to choose the document.

NOTE
CHECKLIST accepts PNG and JPEG image file format and all PDF documents.
You can add as many documents you want.
Once the document is successfully loaded, you can just go back to the Checklist Parameters or
the Group Parameters window.
The document will be available in the ‘Documents’ tab or while you carry out the checklist you
have assigned it to or the group, if it is assigned to a group.
The document will be available at the group or the checklist level it has been assigned to.
CHECKLIST also tells you how many documents are available in the Document Tab.

Any document added to the checklist File is visible under the ‘Documents Page List' by
tapping on the ‘Documents’ icon.
CHECKLIST v1.05
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You can easily locate and access the checklist the document is linked to with a tap on the
checklist’s name underneath the document’s name.

NOTE
To see the added document(s) in the Documents tab, you have to exit the Editor and reload
the Checklist File.
To delete a document, simply open the Document page and swipe from right to the left on the
document you wish to delete then press on the ‘Delete’ button.
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Adding Items To A Checklist
To add an item to a checklist, make sure your checklist is active ( magenta box) and tap on it
to display the Item List View.

Tap on the

‘Add item’ button to add your first item to display the Item Editor window.

The new window displays the Item Editor to allow you to create the item.

Each item has several attributes you can edit through the Item Editor window.

Item Preview Zone
It shows how the item looks like in the Items List View.

Item Definition
Challenge-Response
Sets the Challenge and Response for your item. These are the required actions to perform in
your cockpit.
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Challenge / Response Comments
CHECKLIST has an optimized speech flow with the Speech feature turned to automatic.
Only the Challenge and Response items will be read out loud, not their respective comments to
speed up the reading.
For example, if you have a checklist’s item like this:
Ignition Switch

……………………………………………

START (release after engine starts)

CHECKLIST is able to read out only ‘Ignition Switch’ then ‘START’ and not ‘release after engine
starts’ which will still be visible but set as a comment.
Your item in the Item Preview Zone will look like:
Ignition Switch

START
(release after engine starts)

The Challenge is ‘Ignition Switch’, the Response is ‘START’ while ‘(release after engine starts)’
is the Response comment, located underneath its Response item.
So you may have to find out how to adapt your paper checklist so that CHECKLIST can read it
out and then carry it out in the most convenient and efficient way.

Global Comment
A Global comment is a comment which is related to the item you are editing but not related to
its Challenge nor Response.
NOTE
All comments are displayed in a normal style while their Challenge or Response are displayed
in Bold characters by default.

Text Style Options
You can set different text styles for each challenge, response, their comments and the global
comment.
Hit the
icon located at the right end of the field and choose from the ‘Text Style Option’
popup window the appropriate style you wish.

Tap anywhere to dismiss the popup window.
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Add Sub-Item
To turn an item into a sub item, ie. make as if this item ‘belongs’ to its parent item, just turn
the ‘Make sub-item’ switch to on.

The item marked as a sub-item is displayed with a different indentation rather than a default
item and has an alphabetical numbering (a, b, c, d, etc…)

Each sub item has all the item’s features like notes, memory item etc… and can be reordered,
copied, cut, pasted or deleted with the select/reorder menu.

Add Item Note
Adds unlimited number of notes (usually from manufacturer) such like (regular) note, caution
or warning underneath the item.
These notes have different styles to let you instantly identify them especially the caution or
warning ones.
Enter the title of the note and its content then validate the note with a press on the
revert to the Item Editor window.
To reorder the notes, tap and hold up or down the
the
icon.
Default Manufacturer’s note styles
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You can also add a ground style note or an inflight style note to differentiate them from a
manufacturer’s note.

Item Attributes
Auto Validate
When this attribute is turned on, the item will self-validate. Therefore, the active cursor will
move from this item to the next available one.
Auto validate is useful for items that don’t require an immediate or manual input from the pilot
to validate it and go to the next available item, like a comment.
In the Item List View, this icon will be displayed on the left end of it to allow you to identify
easily an item that is auto-validated.

Pause on Item
If the speech mode is turned on and is set to the automatic mode, i.e. the reading is automatic
from the 1st to the last item of the checklist, for each item with this attribute ‘Pause on Item’
turned on, the reading will pause automatically, waiting for your input to resume the reading.
This is particularly useful to pause at a specific item if the following item requires for example
an analysis of the situation by the pilot after the executed procedure or sequence within the
checklist. It can take longer than the user defined pause delay allowed by the app to go from
one item to the other.
A ‘paused item’ is identified with this icon in the Item List View on the left end.

To resume the reading after the app has paused, tap anywhere on the screen.

Mute
If this attribute is turned on for the selected item, the speech mode will not read out loud this
item since it is mute.
A mute item is identified with this small icon on its left end.
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Memory Item
When the pilot has to carry out immediately some items or sequences that have to be
executed by heart, these items are called memory items and are displayed with a distinctive
sign.

CHECKLIST displays those items with a vertical black bar at the left end of the item so you
know immediately that this item is a memory item, thus it has to the carried out by heart.

Disable Index Number
if some items require not to have numbers, turn that attribute to on. This will remove the
number of the item at the left end of it.
The numbering will resume on the next available item (if the Index Number has not been
disabled)
NOTE
For sub items, the numbering is displayed with letters instead of numbers, i.e. a, b, c, d, …

Item Interlink
The Item Interlink is a safety feature of CHECKLIST which allows the user to assign a specific
emergency checklist interlink to a specific item should the user be required to carry out that
checklist.
As soon as the user reaches the item to which the Item Interlink is assigned, the active
interlink is highlighted so the user just has to tap on it and carry out the correct checklist,
saving precious time.
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Example:
The following checklist has 4 different links to other emergency checklists that can be carried
out from this emergency checklist.

The items 3 to 6 of the checklist require the pilot to carry out specific emergency checklists.

To assign each checklist to their respective item, simply tap on the correct item and swipe
down to the Item Interlink section of the item Attribute editor window so you can see the
different checklists (links) assigned to the checklist.

Pick the correct checklist link to be assigned to the item.
Repeat the operation for the remaining items to point to their specific checklists.
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Now each item becoming active will highlight the correct Interlink so you don’t have to think
further on which Interlink to tap on and carry out its checklist.

Item 3 -> Emergency Checklist 1

Item 5 -> Emergency Checklist 3
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Conditional Checklist Item
CHECKLIST allows you to create non-linear checklists with different procedures you may have
to carry out within the same checklist depending on the result of the actions performed, like
checking a gage and analysing the result, or waiting for a situation to get better or worse (fire,
etc…).
Example:
In an ‘Emergency Descent’ checklist, there is a procedure to be carried out in smooth air and
another procedure if the air is rough.
We can modify slightly this and set the first item to ask if the air is rough or smooth.
Depending on the result, you will have to carry out with one or the other procedure.

Rough / Smooth

Air type ?
If air is rough

Carry out Procedure 1

If air is smooth

Carry out Procedure 2

Procedure 1:
…

…

Procedure 2:
…

…
END OF CHECKLIST

To achieve this, edit the item that has to be conditional, in that case, item #1 already labelled
‘Air type ?’, and scroll down until the ‘Conditional Checklist Item’ section, then tap on it to
validate it and edit its parameters.
Enter the Condition Name of Condition 1 which is the name or label of the answer 1 to the
question, in this case ‘Rough air’.
CHECKLIST assumes the first item of the Procedure 1 is the next available item after the one
conditional one (in that case Item #2), ‘Seats, Seat Belts, Shoulder Harnesses’
The Condition Name for Condition 2 should be ‘Smooth Air’ and a tap on the attribute below
will open a popup window to allow you to choose which item will be the first for the Procedure
2.
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Here is what the whole checklist looks like when the conditional item and both Procedure 1 and
2 are complete.

The last item of each procedure, i.e. ‘End Item’ is identified with the
icon on their left end.
A black line from each Condition Name (left and right end) displays the first item of the
procedures (Procedure 1: always the next available item after the conditional item)

Finally, when you will carry out the checklist, the 2 procedures will look like this:

Procedure 1 (Rough Air)

Procedure 2 (Smooth Air)

NOTE
The irrelevant procedure is automatically dismissed to let you carry out the right one.
NOTE
Should you have selected the wrong answer, apply a long tap on the Conditional Item to reset
it so that you can select the correct answer.
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Editing/Reordering Items
To reorder or edit items in the Item List View, tap on the ‘…’ icon located at the top-right end
of the screen and tap on ‘Select/Reorder’.
The Select and Reorder mode is now active so you can select, copy, paste or delete one or
more items even from one checklist to another with a tap on the item.
To reorder the items in the list view, tap on the
move it to its new location in the checklist.

icon at the right end of each item and

To exit the ‘Select and Reorder’ mode, tap on the ‘Exit Select/Reorder’ menu.
NOTE
MacOS version has keyboard shortcuts to enter/exit the Select/Reorder mode as well as to edit
phases, groups and checklists.
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Version History
- Aug. 2021: Release of this Editor User Manual
- Jan. 2022: V1.05
Modified:
- Sub item usage and features
Added:
- Text style options
- Document list sorting by checklist
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